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Having taken a week off our regular publishing schedule we return to find many
of the key prices we follow very close to their levels at the start of the month.
However, this is not to say that nothing happened, with another switchback rise
and swoon in major US indexes and a creeping sense of chaos in a number of
peripheral markets. We would not draw a direct line between Bitcoin and
Natural Gas (other than the amount of hot air generated by the former), but the
massive moves experienced in both on Wednesday (-11.62% and 14.49%) are
the latest examples of messy markets that are unable to accommodate trading
volumes without massive repricing over short periods of time.

As far as the SPX index is concerned after surging as high as 2815.15 on
Wednesday November 7th and marginally exceeding its mid-October recovery
high the index has rapidly lost these gains and closed last night just on the right
side of 2700, a level it has not closed below since October 30th. The danger of a
full retest of the October looks real enough, particularly given that the key
technology sector remains at the center of liquidation. This can be seen by the
increasingly poor performance of the NDX, which closed on Wednesday at
6769, its second lowest close since the correction began (October 29th being
the worst at 6713).

Moreover the selling has been driven more by fundamental concerns around a
number of key index constituents than technical issues, and there is now a
danger that the very long period of NDX outperformance (which started
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well before the financial crisis in mid-2006) may finally be drawing to a
close. Major market tops are never easy to identify in real time, but at the
very least the NDX will find it extremely challenging to record a new high
until some of the questions surrounding its major companies are answered.
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With AAPL, AMZN, GOOG(L), FB and NFLX alone representing more than 36%
of the index weighting, and each generating legitimate concerns about future
growth or profitability in their recent earnings reports, the degree in difficulty in
generating a new index high becomes apparent, and the very forces that
favored NDX at the index level may now be starting to work against it.

It is therefore important that the index finds some support near to its current
level, failing which it risks an accelerated sell-off as investors cut back on what
is a historically crowded trade. As far as downside targets are concerned, the
October low was recorded at 6574 with April’s low at 6326 and February’s low at
6164. The last of these may seem unrealistically far away, roughly -10% below
the current level, but given the degree of capital allocated towards the group of
stocks that dominate the index, and the fact that the vast majority of global
benchmarks are already in the red for 2018 we would not rule out a retest of
this level if the market’s nerve were to crack, particularly when one bears in
mind the scale of losses experienced by mega-cap technology companies in
emerging markets in recent months.

This obviously generates a challenge for the SPX index as well, given that the
aforementioned stocks represent 11.5% of the index and have been responsible
for a far higher percentage of index gains in recent years. 2600 remains key
support for this index, below which a retest of the February low (2532) becomes
more likely than not. Despite a relatively small technology weighting and an
alleged immunity to trade disputes the small cap RTY index has suffered deep
damage, closing Wednesday at 1502.5. The RTY’s February and October low
points came either side of 1450, making this round number key support.

It is interesting to note that the recent weakness in the US has come at a time
that the trade rhetoric has become marginally more positive, helping some of
the key Asian markets to consolidate. This suggests that in addition to concerns
about an escalating trade dispute there are other issues bothering the US
market (most obviously the future of the technology cycle and continued
tightening by the Federal Reserve). We would argue this has also been the case
in emerging markets where the role of the PBOC and Chinese government in
depressing markets has been often overlooked. At least this now appears to be
shifting towards a more supportive stance, although it will still require some
clarity and stability over trade for market sentiment to recover from its deep
funk. Clearly much now rests on the upcoming meeting between President
Trump and Xi at the upcoming G20 summit, although at best this can only be
the start of a long period of negotiations that would likely last several months.

However, Asian markets already discount considerable disruption to local
economic activity from the trade dispute and have moved well beyond current
economic data which has generally remained quite solid, meaning that any hint
of progress would be likely to generate a quite significant move higher in a
number of key benchmarks. Moreover this could prove to be more than a
reflexive bounce higher, given that corporate profits remain quite healthy and
valuations are historically low. Of course a blown summit followed by another
round of tit-for-tat would see a far less satisfactory outcome within markets.
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Against all of this the Federal Reserve remains unmoved, and is sticking to its
script of regular quarterly hikes of 25 bp. We have been asked at what point
market conditions would impinge on this trajectory but our sense is that we
would need to see not only a deeper correction within equity markets but also a
broadening of liquidation into other key asset classes, most obviously credit.
Overall financial conditions within the US remain slightly positive at 0.214
(using the Bloomberg US Financial Conditions Index) compared to a reading
below -1 at the time of the Shanghai G20 meeting in February 2016 and
subsequent decision to halt interest rate hikes at the March FOMC meeting. In
other words things would have to get materially worse between now and mid-
December for the planned for hike to be skipped or future guidance trimmed
towards a more accommodative stance.



S&P 500

When we last wrote our technical thoughts on the SPX two weeks ago the index had established a intraday low at just above the 2,600 level and
days later was tangling with short term price resistance at the mid-October lows. The large cap index churned sideways until Wednesday of last
week when it gapped up at the open through key resistance at the 200-day moving average and just managed to marginally exceed its mid-
October high. This level also marked a 61.8 retracement of the October sell off but that was all the upside price momentum the SPX could
muster and prices have slipped back below the longer term moving average this week. For the past few days weakness has continued to
envelop the index and the selloff has extended lower. We think that the price action over the past 5 days is setting up for a retest of the
October 29th lows at 2,600 and although we mark that level as key first support a test at February low at 2,532 is more likely than not. Only a
sustained move through the 50-day ma (2,818.36 as of last nights close) would begin to negate that thesis.
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NASDAQ 100

Like the SPX the NDX was able to retake the ground above its 200-day ma last Wednesday but unlike the SPX there was no follow through and
by Friday afternoon it had slipped back below the longer term moving average. The damage did not stop there and its heavily weighted large
cap constituents have dragged the index lower this week. The resurgence of downside momentum can be seen in MACD which has rolled over
in negative territory. It has become clear that the NDX is now facing its biggest challenge since the bull market began and the very forces that
favored NDX at the index level may now be starting to work against it. We continue to mark first support at 6,574.75 at the October 29th low
and second at 6,300.
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Russell 2000

There are a few technical features that set the RTY apart from the SPX and NDX and none of them are positive. During the counter trend rally in
mid-October and more recently last week, both of its larger cap brethren were able to retake the ground above their 200-day ma’s but the RTY
fell short both times and although we don’t find a “death cross” as a particularly useful technical signal the small cap indexes 50-day ma has
pierced the 200-day ma and both are tracking lower. We continue to mark first support at and around 1,450 and second at the February 9th
lows at 1,436.43.
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VXO

The VXO index closed at 22.15 on Wednesday, slightly lower than it was two weeks ago, but whereas then it was contracting from its late
October spike above 30 this time it is twitching higher. Its current level still indicates a corrective mindset, although not one that extends into
panic, however if a full retest of the October low were to take place then we would expect the VXO to move sharply higher, with 30 the key
level to watch. As would be expected the VXN (NDX vol) is somewhat higher at 28.37 and can be expected to be the most sensitive to any
acceleration in selling.

Should the market find a footing and head back higher we would use 15 as the level to watch on a closing basis. Last week’s surge following the
midterms saw the index close just below 17 for two consecutive sessions but this decline simple offered a brief window to re-purchase
protective positions at lower prices.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

The MXEF was able to build on the late October rally from the 930 low and the retake the ground above previous short term support at 950 until
it reached the 50-day ma which has been its bugbear for seven months. The EM Index was repelled again (for the eighth time) at the shorter
term moving average and has pulled back. Over the past two trading sessions the nasty selloff in oil prices may have helped stem the slide it has
managed to stabilize. That said, the price action over the past two weeks can only be classified as more of the same and until the MXEF trades
above and hangs on to the ground above the shorter term moving average and establishes a higher high above 1,050 would we be able to
suggest that the nearly ten month correction may have begun to reverse course.
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10 Year Treasury Note

The long end of the treasury curve is almost exactly where it was two weeks ago, although the 30 year bond did briefly break out to reach
3.465% on November 2nd this level was not sustained and by Wednesday’s close it had fallen back to 3.36%. This still keeps it 10 bp above the
key 3.25% level and we would give the path to higher yields the benefit of the doubt unless this is broken. The 10 year yield shows more fatigue
with Wednesday’s close at 3.125% resting on the rising 50 day ma. A breach of that level could set up a retest of 3.00%, but it is very hard to fall
below that level unless the market starts to price in a slower trajectory for FOMC activity in the months ahead.
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US Dollar

The DXY had just poked its head above the 97 level the last time we wrote but it did not extend its gains right away. In the five trading sessions
that followed the DXY backed and filled and established a higher low. Last Thursday it resumed its climb higher and on Monday the DXY
notched a new recovery high closing high at 97.54. We now mark the 96 level as important key support. We are inclined to give the greenback
the benefit of the doubt if it can hold that level and not mark a lower low which would put the uptrend from the September lows at 94 in
jeopardy. We now mark first resistance at Monday’s closing high at 97.54 and second at 100.
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Gold

Gold continues to be pressured by a stronger USD and briefly breached $1200 on a couple of occasions this week, before finding some demand
in the middle of Wednesday’s wild session. At the close the metal was at $1210.85, almost exactly at its 50 day ma. The metal shows little
inclination to buck the USD’s trend and so would probably require another pullback by the USD if it is to make further progress.
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Crude Oil

Crude oil struggled to retake the ground above its 200-day ma and on the day of our last published note oil prices broke key multi- month
support at $65, triggering a relentless grind lower that climaxed on Tuesday. In what appeared to forced liquidation oil traded down $4.24 or -
7.07% and although the selloff had all the earmarks of capitulation it may not mark the low point for crude. $55 now marks key support and if
that level does not hold second support at $50 will come into play. The technical destruction has been significant to the point that the time to
repair the damage will like not be measured in days but more likely in weeks or potentially months and require a rebalancing of physical supply
and demand to stabilize market sentiment.
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Copper

Copper remains quite calm given the frenetic activity elsewhere and although the metal has experienced some large daily swings these has
generally cancelled each other out over short periods of time. The metal close Wednesday at $6090, with key support at $6000 and resistance
at $6400 and moves within these limits mean little.
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